A Funny Story
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When we write a story, we should talk about:
When was the incident? (last week, last year, last Monday,…….)
Where did it happen? (at school, in a café, in a festival, at home……)
What was the occasion? (a party, a wedding, a festival, a special dinner,………)
Who was involved? (friends, teachers, neighbours, classmates, players…….)
What happened?...............
What was funny about it?...............

Topic

A sample to
follow

Write a story using the information in the chart below.
• When was the incident?
• Where did it happen?
• What was the occasion?
• Who was involved?
• What happened?
• What was funny?

Last summer
Venice
visiting
The waiter and I
Misunderstanding and mis interpretation
The wifi code

Last summer holiday in Venice, I was walking around the city, enjoying the weather, doing
some shopping and taking pictures. At noon, I felt a bit tired and hungry. There was a nice
restaurant just across the road. So, I headed there straight away. First of all, I wanted to
share my pictures with friends. So, I first asked the waiter for the WIFI code and he told me
“eat first.” I thought maybe in this restaurant clients should eat before having the code.
Well, I ordered my food; it was “Fish-and-chips”. Once done, I asked again the waiter for the
code. He said again, with a smile, “eat first”. At that time, I really was upset and I shouted
at him. I immediately went to the restaurant manager to complain. On my way in, I saw a
notice in which they wrote “WIFI Code: Eat First”. I was ashamed of myself and I asked the
waiter for an apology. I then couldn’t stop laughing and got out off the restaurant. It was
really hilarious!!!!
PRACTICE

Think about a funny story that happened to you or one of your friends and write about it.
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